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TOPIC

07:00

Registration opens

07:35

Welcome and introduction - breakfast served

07:40

Changing Australia, Changing Times, Emerging Trends
Australia is changing more rapidly than anytime in modern history. From
technological trends to demographic shifts, from social change to generational
transitions, the times are changing. These changes will impact how organisations hire
talent, manage leadership succession and deliver programs. In this session Mark
McCrindle will give an analysis of our fast-moving times and a snapshot of the key
trends redefining our society. He will deliver an overview of the changes and insights
to help organisations not just respond to the trends but to shape them.

08:00

The Australian Community Trends Report Findings
For the last three years McCrindle has run this national study looking at donor
behaviours, and Australians perceptions of not-for-profits. In this session McCrindle’s
Team Leader of Research Sophie Renton will deliver a snapshot of the 2018 findings
and insights into the changes from previous years.

08:35

Jeremy
Horn

Expert panel
Three standout charities will present their recent experience and insights on how
they have responded to the changing social landscape, emerging community
attitudes and technology trends. Each panellist will speak for five minutes with 15
minutes Q & A.

09:55

Sophie
Renton

How digital will drive fundraising into the future
Our research shows one of the biggest demands of donors is tech-enabled giving. In
this session, Founder of Net Strategies and Clarety, Jeremy Horn, will share his
experience on how to implement effective technology across an organisation. He will
give examples from his clients which are some of the largest charities and
community-based organisations, and he will deliver a snapshot of the emerging
technologies that will transform donor engagement in the decade ahead.

09:15

Mark
McCrindle

Expert
panel

Close
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